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Abstract

We describe ongoing work on the modeling of energy consumption for systems in which the software has some control on the low-consumption modes of the various hardware devices (possibly with some feedback loop behavior). This includes systems-on-a-chip in objects like set-top-boxes, or sensor network nodes. We aim at defining a type of model intermediate between: (1) Detailed hardware emulators, on which the actual software can be run, but which can be quite slow; (2) Very abstract models in which the part of the model that represents the software is quite different from the actual software, and in which the hardware/software interface cannot be described (very common in the domain of sensor networks).

This means defining hardware models more abstract than full emulators, yet retaining the essential aspects of the hardware/software interface. Such models are intended to be used for early architecture exploration and design decisions, not for precise evaluations of energy consumption.

This work is based on the notion of transaction-level-modeling for systems-on-a-chip (TLM). We develop models in SystemC, or using the synchronous language Lustre developed at Verimag. With models in Lustre, we can benefit from all the validation tools of the Lustre toolbox (automatic testing, model-checking, abstract interpretation) and also from other tools like SMV. With models in SystemC, we mainly target efficient simulations, although some parallel work at Verimag addresses model-extraction from SystemC, to connect to verification tools.

This work is done in the context of several collaborative projects, with industrial partners. It is joint work with a number of colleagues and students at Verimag.
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